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Jarndyce and Jarndyce (or Jarndyce v Jarndyce) is a fictional court case in Bleak House (1852-3) by Charles
Dickens, progressing in the English Court of Chancery.The case is a central plot device in the novel and has
become a byword for seemingly interminable legal proceedings. Dickens refers to the case as "Jarndyce and
Jarndyce", the way it would be spoken of.
Jarndyce and Jarndyce - Wikipedia
Wanker, literally "one who wanks (masturbates)", is a general insult.It is a pejorative term of English origin
common in Britain and other parts of the English-speaking world (mainly Commonwealth nations), including
Ireland, Australia and New Zealand.It initially referred to an "onanist" and is synonymous with the word
tosser.
Wanker - Wikipedia
My partner and I love the Central Coast and we are seriously thinking of moving out of Sydney and relocating
there. Bateau Bay and surrounding suburbs appeal, but the price of properties there are a bit steep for our
budget and we'd ideally like to buy a house that's fairly new and not too pricey, so our budget allows for
kitting out the house with new furniture, knick knacks etc.
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Dictionary.com is the worldâ€™s leading online source for English definitions, synonyms, word origins and
etymologies, audio pronunciations, example sentences, slang phrases, idioms, word games, legal and
medical terms, Word of the Day and more. For over 20 years, Dictionary.com has been helping millions of
people improve their use of the English language with its free digital services.
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